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Abstract 

Every Entrepreneur who is planning to launch his 

Startup does come across with these problems. Where to 

find Angel Investors? Will they invest in my startup? How 

to Pitch Angel Investors? If we talk about you will agree 

when I say “Investors play a key role in Startup Success” 

So the question arises who are Angel Investors? Angel 

Investors are the experienced entrepreneurs who 

themselves has been through the same phase from which 

you are going through and the ones who understands what 

it takes to create a billion dollar company out of an idea. It 

is true that “What business makes great is the great idea” 

But business require funds to make it big, A guidance from 

a more experienced person can increase the probability of 

your business success as well. First of all you need to 

understand there is difference between who you expected 

from Angel Investors and how actually Angel Investors do. 

This is something what everyone expects from Angel 

Investors but this is not something which Angel Investor 

does. They would analyze every possible aspect at which 

your startup can be valued. Well, you could always find 

angels and startup investors scattered all over social 

media. They are people who have been in and around the 

startup ecosystem for the most part. However, connecting 

with them could be an un-necessary hassle. The result show 

that there is number of angel networks that helps to connect 

Angel Investors in India. The paper shows that there is very 

little awareness of this concept which could give a big 

boost to our economy especially when entrepreneurship 

start-ups are being given such importance. The paper 

would contribute to help in forming policy which could 

promote the development of Angel Investor in India. This 

paper differs from previous studies as it is the first paper 

concentrating on How to find Angel Investors for startups 

in India and different types of Angel Investors in globe.   

Keywords: Angel Investors, Angel Investor network, 

Entrepreneurs 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In The concept of angel investment is a new topic 

especially in India as not much information is 

available on this topic which specific to the Indian 

scenario as most data has been collected form USA & 

UK and most studies have concentrated on these 

regions. (Jayaram and Muniraju 2017).  Angel 

Investors in India have to play an important role in 

startup ecosystem, which is 3rd Largest in world. In 

recent years, the Indian startup ecosystem has really 

grown and come into its own—driven by factors such 

as massive funding, consolidation activities, evolving 

technology. Consumer growth backed by the mobile 

revolution had attracted many investors around the 

globe to India including Angel Investors & venture 

capitalist. 

The angel investment concept in the country is in 

nascent stage. Angel Investors drive significant early-

stage investments in countries with high 

entrepreneurial activity. However in India, lack of 

angel or seed funding has prevented growth of start-

ups. This is a critical issue since it’s during the initial 

stages of a start-ups lifecycle when funds can help 

nurture blockbuster products & business ideas. When 

you have a good idea, prototype and a good team, 

chances of getting funded will increase. There are 

plenty of sources where you can find list of angels 

and incubators and it has been shared. Take some 

time to discover which investors you want to 
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approach as your first preference because wasting 

time in approaching the ones who have no interest in 

your sector of operation will only waste time of both 

the parties involved. Some angels also limit their 

investment thesis to certain stages of business and 

most often this is typically post a proof-of-concept 

stage as the Indian early stage investing is fairly 

nascent with the risk taken is not yet rewarded 

entirely by rewards of liquidity. 

After exhaust of Founders, Friends & Family 

money? Go to startup meets if you can't find friends 

or family to give you some early seed money! You 

may just find someone who is interested in your 

business model i.e., Angel Investor. All Startups 

generally go through following stages- 

1. Pre-Startup: This stage is characterized by 

discovery of a potential scalable idea, substantial 

enough target market. 

2. Startup: This stage is characterized defining 

the business model and expanding the customer base 

in a sustainable model. 

3. Growth: This stage is characterized by 

maximizing benefits and reducing the impediments to 

the business. 

Who is an Angel Investor  

Angel Investors are the experienced 

entrepreneurs who themselves has been through the 

same phase from which you are going through and 

the ones who understands what it takes to create a 

billion dollar company out of an idea. An angel 

could be: a successful entrepreneur, principal/partner 

at a VC firm, executive at companies in your sector, 

other rich/successful people 

Ten Ways to Find Business Angels 

Entrepreneurs and anyone else interested in 

reaching private investors may wish to follow any of 

a number of techniques to increase the odds of 

finding a suitable angel. We propose ten ways to do 

so 

Personal Networks 

Entrepreneurs should tell their former colleagues 

and friends about their Business opportunity, since 

many people know at least one person who may have 

the means and inclination to make an investment. 

Using your own network of personal contacts is 

essential since it is perhaps the easiest way to 

generate some interest and it is hardly a one-sided 

effort. Business angels, like venture capitalists, are 

also actively looking for ventures; finding an angel 

who believes that your particular venture meets all of 

his or her investment criteria may offer a challenge, 

but it is a challenge that may be just a temporary 

situation to be overcome. We actually met one 

entrepreneur recently who had received all of his 

$250,000 business angel money from former 

colleagues and a number of his college professors. 

These investors required little selling since they were 

already familiar with his work ethic and potential to 

make the venture a success. 

Professional Networks 

Entrepreneurs should contact their attorneys, 

accountants, stockbrokers and other professionals 

they employ to see if they know or have worked for 

any wealthy individuals who sometimes make 

entrepreneurial investments and who may be 

interested in the entrepreneur’s investment 

opportunity. Most business angel deals are conceived 

through professional and personal network contacts; 

probably more are solicited and developed on the golf 

course or at social gathering than one could count. 

Two years ago, one of this book’s authors was 

involved with a Internet start-up that (through a lucky 

turn of events) received an initial $100,000 

investment from the father of one of the firm’s 

lawyer-a business angel living temporarily in the Far 

East. The lawyer was so enthusiastic about the firm’s 

idea that he actually convinced his father to invest. 

Since that investment, another business angel 

(residing much more locally) has invested $300,000, 
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and the firm is now in the process of raising at least 

$5 million in venture capital. Other, more formal, 

professional organizations such as local chambers of 

commerce, boards of trade and similar business 

associations may also be able to suggest leads in 

locating potential Angel Investors. 

Snowballing  

It is important to remember that since business 

have their own personal networks identifying one 

business angel who buys the opportunity can 

snowball into locating several others (Neiswander, 

1985; Short and Ridding, 1989; Postma and Sullivan 

1990). One caveat: quality, not quantity, is the 

overriding criterion. Finding just one good business 

angel is all you need to get the ball rolling; for every 

venture, no matter how unusual, there is a business 

angel out there willing to fund it.  

Formal Matching Services 

Business angels registered with formal matching 

services can be reached by joining one of these 

introduction services and attending their venture 

forums (Stevenson and Coveney, 1994; Mason, 

Harrison and Allen, 1995; Mason 1993). Although 

this may involve a fixed rate for membership, these 

costs may well recoup themselves many times over 

once angel financing is found. These organizations 

are often not-for-profit or university affiliated and 

offer entrepreneur’s access to Angel Investors, while 

maintaining the anonymity of the potential investors. 

They also organize venture forums where 

entrepreneurs and investors can meet face-to-face. 

About 10-15 percent of entrepreneurs using these 

services and around 40 percent of those presenting at 

venture forums, receive equity financing (sohl, 1999). 

These networks may each have upwards of two 

hundred investor and entrepreneur members (sohl, 

1999).  

Angel Alliances 

Less formal angel alliances have also been 

created within the last few years by angel themselves, 

to cater to their own investment needs. Many such 

angels are very successful high-tech entrepreneur 

with sizable funds available to invest, usually far 

exceeding those of the averages U.S business angel. 

Compared to individual angels, these alliances may 

be able to offer larger sums of money and expertise 

by pooling resources and know-how, but their 

participants tend to be more professional and so may 

have higher standards and be more formal when it 

comes to the investment negotiations and contract. 

When these angel syndicates meet, it is usually to 

discuss the merits of an investment opportunity 

already screened and championed by one of the 

angels in the group, rather than as a means of 

identifying new opportunities. Some of these 

syndicates are very small, while others may have in 

excess of one hundred Angel Investors. To protect the 

anonymity of their members, some even have 

storefronts to attract attention and deals (sohl, 1999).  

The Internet  

The internet has a number of electronic matching 

networks specializing in finding start-up funds for 

suitable entrepreneurs and investment opportunities 

for private investors (and often small venture capital 

firms too). Around thirty are currently operating on 

the World Wide Web. If you have access to internet, 

you may want to start with some of the networks 

listed here (Nittka, 1999). 

Matchmakers  

Checking the Wall Street Journal almost 

certainly leads to ads for matchmakers who specialize 

in introducing entrepreneurs and business angels to 

one another (Gruner, 1998). But be sure to check the 

track record of such an intermediary for raising 

money, ask for references from individuals for whom 

he or she has raised money in the past, and make sure 

that you do not pay the matchmaker’s fee until the 

money has actually come in. A success fee of 5-10 

percent raised is reasonable (Spragis,1991).  
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For more academic and research-oriented 

readers, we also offer two additional methods: 

Types of Business Angels 

Although business angels have many common 

traits, the heterogeneity of their population has been 

recognized for some time. Researchers and 

practitioners have suggested quite a range in the 

number of business angel types: two (Kelly and Hay, 

1996; Van Osnabrugge, 1999b), three (Postma and 

Sullivan, 1990), five (Evanson, 1998), six (Coveney, 

1996). We believe that some of these general 

categorizations (and their various degrees of overlap) 

are helpful in comprehending the divergence within 

the business angel population, but they should not be 

considered definitive. In our research, we found that 

many of the angels we have met over the years do not 

fit nearly into one of the many categories suggested. 

But for fun and insight, here are some of the angel 

classifications that have been suggested over the 

years. 

Types of Angel According to Several Researchers 

Evanson (1998): five types 

Corporate Angels: These private investors use their 

severance or early-retirement pay from former senior 

management positions at Fortune 1000 corporations 

to make entrepreneurial investments. Typically, they 

seek a new senior management job in the investment, 

want to be involved in one investment at a time, have 

about $1 million in cash, and make investment in the 

$200,000 range. 

Entrepreneurial Angels: The most active of the 

Angel Investors, they invest the largest amounts, 

generally $200,000-500,000. They tend to have been 

successful entrepreneurs themselves, now looking for 

ways to diversify their portfolio or expand their 

current business, rather than looking for a new job. 

Enthusiast Angels: Less professional than their 

entrepreneurial counterparts, these angels invest firms 

more as a hobby now that they are in their later years. 

They tend to invest smaller amounts (from ten 

thousand to a few hundred thousand dollars) across a 

number of companies in the hope that one will have 

an IPO, but they do not actively participate in their 

investments. 

Micromanagement Angels: These angels prefer 

great control over their investments, often 

micromanaging them from a seat on the company 

board rather than through active participation. They 

may in as many as four companies at a time, adding 

value as well as money to each. 

Professional Angels: As investors from backgrounds 

in professional careers (doctors, lawyers, 

accountants), these angels prefer to invest in firms 

that offer a product or service with which they have 

experience, frequently offering their sector expertise 

to the investee firm, although they’re usually not too 

actively involved. Generally investing in a number of 

firms simultaneously, they tend to invest from 

$25,000 to $200,000 each and prefer to co- invest 

with their peers.  

Benjamin and Margulis (1996): nine types 

Value-added investors: As very experienced 

investors (often former bankers or professional 

venture capitalists), these angels take an active role in 

the multiple investment they make. They prefer to 

invest in firms closer to home and concentrate on 

industry sectors in which they have experienced. 

They normally invest $50000 to $250000 per deal. 

Deep-pocket Investors: these angels tend to be 

successful entrepreneurs who have sold their firms 

and want to invest in industry sectors they know. 

They prefer a high degree of control over there 

investee firms and often contribute some assistance. 

Investing $ 50000 to $250000 per deal, they prefer a 

rate of return around 50% annually in each of the one 

to three investments they make annually. 

Consortium of Individual Investors: This is a loose 

group of perhaps three to six unrelated business 

angels with significant entrepreneurial experience 

who make their own decisions (and so may not 
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always invest as a team). Investing $50000- $500000 

per deal, they seek firms with a competitive 

advantage in which they can be passively involved.  

Partner Investors: having a high desire for control, 

thus angels invest in a particular young firm with the 

hidden intension of taking it over someday. They 

believe in this is the best way to gain control of their 

own firm since the $250000-$ 1million they are able 

to invest would normally not be enough to acquire an 

already established firm.  

Family of Investors: These groups of family 

members pool their money so that one of their most 

trusted and business-skilled members can invest it in 

a venture on their behalf. To aid their investment, 

they actively contribute their experience, as well as 

$100000 to $1 million. This is a particularly common 

angel type among Asian investors. 

Barter Investors: As active hands-on investors, 

these angels have a preference for early-stage firms in 

which they invest capital, as well as some sort of 

infrastructure contribution (such as a ware house site 

for the firm), in exchange for their equity stake. They 

normally invest upto $2,50,000 and prefer firms with 

a capacity to grow to $10 million in three to five 

years. 

Socially responsible private Investors: These 

angles prefer to invest in entrepreneurs with high 

moral values and ventures addressing major social 

issues. They provide hand-holding support, rather 

than business acumen, and tend to have inherited 

(rather than earned) wealth. Unaccredited private 

investors: generally, less experienced and less 

wealthy than the other angel types, these investors 

prefer early-stage ventures in which they can get 

relatively swift returns on their investment dollars (3 

to 5 years). To the tune of $10000-$25000 per deal, 

they invest (with the spouse’s consent) in multiple 

funds, usually closer to home. 

Manager-Investors: As wealthy farmer 

entrepreneurs or senior executive, these angels seek 

one last investment to which they can contribute 

actively for a lengthy period. Less experience as 

investors, they are risk-averse, preferring conduct of 

extensive due diligence, ventures that are developed, 

and a staging of their $100000 to $200000.   

Gaston (1989): Ten types in the United States 

Business Devils: These investors, often having a 

lower income level and educational achievement, 

invest in a firm with the aim of eventually gaining 

absolute majority control. Though difficult to detect 

initially as devils, they prefer to invest in small firms 

close to home in which they can be very actively 

involved. Their investment equity structure also tends 

to be quite complex. 

The Godfather: This is done in given to business 

angels who have been successful in business, are 

often semi-retired and are looking for a young firm to 

mentor, usually as a part-time job. They tend to be 

wealthy individual with high incomes who are a bit 

older and more business savvy than the average 

angel. They rarely seek majority control, give larger 

loans or guarantees than usual, and may constitute 

25% of all angels. These investors-entrepreneur’s 

relationships have one of the highest satisfaction rates 

(83%) of all angel groups. 

Peers: As already successful entrepreneurs, peers 

simultaneously assume the role of business angel, 

usually invest in small local firms. As one of the 

largest groups of angels, they tend to be young, 

unlikely to seek majority control, patient as investors, 

and sensitive to entrepreneur concern. Lack of 

management talent is there number one deal killer.  

Cousin randy: These angels invest only in their own 

families’ businesses and so are not funding options 

for unrelated entrepreneurs. They represent 

possibility 10% of all angels, are young and 

experiences males who invest for a minority position, 

have low ROI expectation, and usually become active 

in running the family business.  
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Dr.Kildare: these investors are from traditional 

professions (medicine, accounting, law) and relay on 

their friends- as business associates-for information 

about investment opportunities. Constituting about 

9% of angels, they generally have average business 

angel characteristics except that they have less 

business and entrepreneurial experience, pay a high 

price for investment, offer a low level of assistance in 

their investee firms, except low ROI and have low 

satisfaction levels. 

Corporate Achievers: As successful business 

executives from large corporations in the past, these 

investors now wish to be entrepreneurial in a top 

management slot. Possibly 13% of angels, these 

corporate managers desire to run the show and in the 

midst of a career change, often take control of their 

investee firms from the entrepreneurs. They may not 

differ too much from business devils. 

Daddy Warbucks: These are the wealthiest of all 

angels, responsible for 39% of all angel deals and 

investing 68 % of all angel funds. They represent 

around a third of angels and unlike some other type, 

are all millionaires. Though they make no more than 

an average investment per deal, they provide four 

times the amount of loans and guarantees. In general, 

they tend to own their businesses; use business 

associates to find deals; take minority equity stakes; 

and prefer the finance, insurance and real estate’s 

sectors. The level of success tends to be unusually 

high, as does their benevolence. 

High-Tech Angels: These investors are only 

interested in funding companies that manufacture 

high-technology products, partly because their wealth 

originates from entrepreneurial success in this sector. 

They tend to be wealthier than the average angel, are 

experienced as business people and have a preference 

for co-investing in small angel groups. They are very 

active in their investee firms, rarely obtain voting 

control, accept a low ownership stake for the size of 

their investments, and are patient investors. 

The Stockholder: Least active in their investee 

firms, these investors may be less suited to 

entrepreneurs seeking outside assistance. They read 

the firm’s reports and vote at shareholder meetings, 

but they play no other role in company operations. 

These inactive investors might make up 11% of all 

angels, and compared to most they tend to have less 

entrepreneurial experience, prefer to co-invest with 

others, are different about investing in firms that are 

not local, invest infrequently and invest amounts (and 

receive equity stakes) that tend to be small. 

Very hungry angels: These investors not only want to 

invest more than opportunity dictates but also hope to 

double their level of business angel investment. These 

eager investors, possibly 15% of all angels, tend to 

make smaller than average investments, have high 

expectation for rate of return, have limited business 

experience, rely on friends to find them deals and 

(although they aggressively seek majority control) 

have no more than average success-partly because 

they prefer larger-sized firms. 

Clearly, the number of angel types and names 

suggested over the years are plentiful, but they should 

only be used a rough guide for the wide variety of 

private investors one can encounter. Being aware of 

this diversity can certainly help in deciding the type 

of investor most worthwhile for your business and the 

capacity in which you would like that investors to 

contribute. However, though most of these angel 

types pertain to individual investors, the number and 

amount of investments conducted through syndicates 

of multiple business angels investing together as a 

group is increasing. Entrepreneurs may encounter not 

only single investors but also groups of multiple 

investors, each with at least one lead investor who 

represents the group’s interests. 

Statement of the problem  

The new generation entrepreneurs find it hard to 

raise funds from the traditional sources such as Banks 

and financial institutions. The reasons could be high 
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cost of raising funds and procedural formalities. 

Angel investment is cost effective and does not 

involve much procedural formalities, however not 

much information is available on this subject. 

(Jayaram.A & M.Muniraju 2017). 

Objectives of the Study 

1. To know how to find Angel Investors in 

India.  

2. To know different types of Angel Investors.  

Methodology of Research  

From the literature review it is very clear that 

very little research has been done in India. The study 

is descriptive in nature and Secondary sources of data 

have been used like books, journals, magazines, 

newspaper, and Websites. 

Scope of the Study  

The scope of the study is restricted how to find 

out Angel Investor for startup in India and different 

types of Angel investors around globe based on data 

available in public domain. 

Results 

We have lot of platforms like Angel list, Lets 

venture, and also Indian angel network, Hyderabad 

angels. Create a business plan send it to them try 

getting introduced by any person who knows them 

well and create a good pitch deck and you will get 

your first investor, Indian Angel Network, Mumbai 

Angels, Bangalore Angels, The Chennai Angels 

(Tca), Hyderabad Angels (Ha), T-Hub, Kerala Angel 

Network, The Indus Entrepreneurs (Tie), Nasscom is 

India's National Association Of Software And 

Service Companies, The Indian Venture Capital 

Association, Sine, Plug-in, Indian Angel Investment 

Network, Indian Angel Investors, Sarthi Angels, The 

Cio Angel Network - Can, Lead Angels, Blackstone 

Valley Group Investment, Investment Network, 

Angel Groups, Ccube Angel Network, Startu pp  This 

list will help you decide which Angel Investor 

network you can approach depending upon your 

business category. But before approaching them you 

need to prepare a pitch because you directly don’t get 

a chance to pitch Angel Investors, they will let you 

pitch in front of it’s members. The angel networks are 

usually the deal sourcing, and due diligence 

workshops for a group of Angel Investors. The 

networks will not invest in you - they'll let you pitch 

to its members. Register your startup there and 

complete your profile. Then you can set the amount 

you are trying to raise. Once it’s done, you will be 

contacted by Startup Analyst from there who will 

help you connect with various Angel Investors. You 

could try Angel List or attend events which enable 

entrepreneur - investor interactions. It would be 

worthwhile to spend some time looking up Lead 

Angels, Indian Angel Network, Mumbai Angels, 

Bangalore Angels etc and reaching out to them via 

email to explore possibilities of getting funded 

through them. Hope this helps! 

Findings  

These Angel Networks besides helping in getting 

seed capital they also provide mentoring and 

infrastructural support. Angel Investors always value 

the words of any known person preferably by one of 

their portfolio founders or previous founder. Calls or 

Emails are mostly ignored but it is worth a shot. We 

should try to introduce ourselves with in 2 to 3 lines. 

Core values of all networks are: Trust, Integrity, 

Transparency, Commitment, Adoptability, 

Accountability, Sustainability and Innovation.  One 

thing is for sure angel investors will not invest in 

Hotchpotch type ideas but they try to pay attention 

unless you have executed so brilliantly in the past that 

it warrants their attention.  Every Angel Networks 

provides transaction advisory services in the areas of 

fund raiser, Mergers & Acquisitions and other 

corporate development initiatives of growth stage 

companies. 
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Suggestion  

 The founders can afford to follow the advice of 

investor, it will increase the probability that the start-

up will survive to the next stage. The entrepreneur 

should concentrate on some topic at the time of 

presentation i.e., Ready for prime, Time Documents., 

Build your core team, Build your team of advisors. 

Target list. Practice your pitch.   Competition 

II.  CONCLUSION 

For decades Angels have been the backbone of 

Entrepreneurial ecosystem in the west. Some of the 

interesting facts are listed herewith. As a proportion 

of early-stage investing angel investments in India is 

at very low level as against around 75% in the US. 

For decades Angels have been the 2012 was a year of 

contradiction for Indian Angel Investment Industry 

while in 2011, Angel Investors in India invested only 

about Rs 100 crore. The one reason is that organized 

angel activity in India began only in 2006 and Since 

last few years, Angel Investors have already become 

a noticeable source of funding for start-ups. This 

momentum is expected to continue further as more 

angel networks are being started and existing groups 

are increasing their angel base. There is a popular 

saying in the startup community: ask for money and 

you'll get advice' ask for advice and you might end up 

getting money. Ponder over it when you prepare your 

approach strategy. 
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